Some responses following my appearance on Q&A, Monday 1 April
2012
Personal emails sent directly to me:
“…It was refreshing to watch a respectful and thought-provoking conversation about faith,
religion and spirituality in the public domain. The Imam Dr Mohamad Abdalla stole the show
with his dignity, grace and wisdom in an impressive performance. He received tremendous
praise, admiration and resonance on Twitter from countless Australians. The words 'imam',
'religions' and 'Islam' were trending on Twitter last night in Sydney. This is how you initiate
the discussion and set the tone for the discourse online. Most Q and A viewers continue the
discussion online after the show is over. He definitely gave me a great representation of
Islam to continue their discussions. He is a beacon of hope for Australians Muslims in this
country. Logical, moderate and rational. His academic background and intellectual
understanding of issues was evident in his analysis and responses…”
“…I listened to Dr Abdullah Mohammed answering challenging questions like Jihad, virgins
in Heaven, concept of Heaven and homosexuality. His spontaneous answers are very
convincing, extremely succinct, unquestionably authentic and guided by the Quranic
injunction -invite others to the path of Allah by gentle persuasion. Dr Abdullah of Griffiths
university has done more for the silent majority of Muslims than all the rhetoric of our
leaders of the past four decades! Here is a scholar worthy of representing US. He is
proficient, knowledgeable, capable and above all ARTICULATE…”
“Your representation on Islam on TV was second to none. Your answers to the intriguing
and challenging questions were spontaneous, succinct, very persuasive and convincing…I
have witnessed Muslim leaders come and go over the past forty years…this was a very
positive contribution…when you said that the silent majority is stifled by the media - to the
applause of the audience. Encore!”
“I wanted to thank you for your words on Q&A the other night. Your evident reason and
respect were much appreciated. And be reasonable and respectful on Q&A must be a real
challenge!”
“Dear Professor Abdalla, You were the most impressive panellist on Q&A this week and an
important voice to counter the ignorance of Islamophobia in Australia. Your students are
most fortunate.”
“…My husband and I watched Q and A on Monday night. You presented excellently. By far
the clearest on your beliefs…”
“…am writing to you to say thank you for your appearance on Q and A. My mother is a
devout Christian and has been all her life. She is not very educated and had a negative view
on Islam, I myself have struggled with what I believe but in the last few years I have become
atheist...After watching Q and A I managed to get my mother to watch it with me. After

watching you talk about Jihad and what you believe about Osama Bin Laden's interpretation
of the word she has changed her mind. And for that I would like to thank you. She has said
how her opinion was wrong and that she believes now that not all Muslims are bad. This has
been the biggest breakthrough with my mother I have seen.”
“One could not overstate how well you did last night on Q&A, nor how important it was for
people to hear a Muslim authority conveying the message of authentic Islam. I was so very
pleased and proud to hear it - pleased because of its refreshing nature and proud to call you
a colleague.”
“I am not one for putting pen to paper so to speak and comment on a program I have seen
on Television shows that I was most impressed. Your presentation, your presence, your
dignity and eloquence was so profound last night on Q&A! Congratulations. You did a great
deal in educating and promoting Islam and its beauty to the Australian Community. I only
hope that more opportunities are given to you to convey the principles of Islam. I was also
impressed with your comments on Homosexuality and your firm conviction that it is
forbidden by God.”
“…just wanted to send a quick email to say that you were absolutely brilliant in Q&A
yesterday. It was amazing to see how wonderfully you represented the Muslim community.
This is the first time that I have seen such a positive response towards a Muslim scholar on
Twitter.”
“I wanted to just write to you to portray my appreciation and my support to you in the way
you have represented my faith, our faith and our communities. It was such a pleasant
surprise for my wife who is a reverse/convert and family to sit and listen to you talk with
intelligence, ease, patients and confidence on the ABC show Q&A aired yesterday.”
“…I just wanted to thank you for being on Q & A last night, I really enjoyed listening to you
speak and answer questions. I am quite ignorant of Muslim cultures, but have always said
that the Koran doesn’t preach what is happening in the world today, it is the mis interpretation of those who are bringing it to the masses. To listen to you speak in such a
calm and knowledgeable manner, has shifted my views considerably, not that I was ever an
anti-Muslim or an anti-Chinese or an anti-Indigenous type person.”
“Thanking your clarity of thought in contributing to the Q&A television programme last
night.”
“I want to offer my congratulations for your appearance on Q & A last night. Yes, it is good
to hear the view from a respected Muslim leader on a widely watched television program
such as Q & A that the events caused by "Muslim" radicals in the world are rejected by the
Muslim faith. We do not seem to hear it much…I was very interested in the brief
information you gave about the Muslim religion & it has certainly piqued my interest in

seeking out more information about this religion. I have no desire to be converted as I do
not want to be held to any religion. But I do find the different beliefs interesting. I could
have happily listened to you speaking for much longer on any subject. Your articulate &
calm approach has me wanting to know more. Well done!”
“This was probably the first time Australians heard about what Islam says on key questions
of life, religion and theology on national TV. Great job by Dr Mohammad Abdalla”
“Compared to the others on the panel he seemed to be the only one with sincerity, and a
real message. I was appalled at the wishy washy answers of the archbishop and Buddhist and why have a Secular Jew for a debate on religion???”
“Agreed!!!! So refreshing and wonderful to have an imam steal the show with his dignity,
grace and wisdom.”
“Imam Mohammad Abdalla did an amazing job on Q and A tonight. He is by far one of the
most under-utilized assets in our community.”
“You lit up the screen last night with your moderation and eloquence - shame the session
was high-jacked by minutiae - yes crimes against children and the discourse surrounding
homosexuality is valuable - but the big issues were missing”
“…what a tremendous effort on Q and A last night! You had some tough questions and you
responded to every one of them with calmness, sincerity and wisdom.”
“You were excellent last night on Q&A – really positive feedback from the public who were
tweeting”
“I just want to say thank you for your enlightenment last night on Q&A. And I'm sure I'm not
the only one who sat in amazement and discovered that Islam is about peace and love and
not about guns and hatred. I knew this already of course and always annoyed at the
willingness of the media to portray Islam in a bad way. I believe you are a great ambassador
for your faith. You have a softly spoken manner and a very believable message.. I will
certainly look for more of your messages anywhere I can find them. I don't know if you were
able to see the many twitter messages appearing across the bottom of the screen but many
people were asking "why hasn't this man ever been heard before?" And I agree. Many
Australians (and others) need to hear the real story of Islam and understand that
mainstream Muslims are indeed good, loving and peaceful people. The negative bias at the
moment is very powerful and destructive”
“I watched Q&A last night and I would like to thank you for your good presentation of Islam.
I was so relieved, finally we had on TV a Muslim representative who can speak good English
and articulate his thoughts and words logically and calmly.”

“Please forgive my intrusion and the liberty I am taking with this contact. I have just seen
you on the Q&A program and cannot shake off the impression your appearance has left on
me.”
“I watched Q&A last night and was deeply impressed by your exegesis of Islam. As you may
see from the on-screen "tweets", many others were also. Thank you for your patient and
calm responses. I do hope we see more of you - on Q&A and other occasions when the
media need to be reminded of the decency of the vast majority of Muslims.”
“I have just seen you on Q&A. I just wanted to congratulate you on a very impressive session
on Q&A tonight.”
“Mate, you were the star. Really well done. The tweets coming in were all really supportive
and affirming of you. Well done”
“Thank you thank you thank you, your appearance tonight on Q and A is the most impactful
and beneficial I have seen since 9/11.”

Some of the Tweets
Mark Woodrow @markwoodrow11h
#qanda Mohammed Abdalla speaks a lot of sense and the Muslim majority in the
community need to speak up and get wider media coverage
Philippe Perez @p_perez12h
The media has a lot to answer for the misinterpretation of jihad too. Why haven't explained
it to the public like Mohammed is now? #qanda
Stevie @Stevie274711h
Imam Mohammad Abdalla spoke really well tonight a good representative of Australian
Muslims, pity moderate Muslims don't sell papers #qanda”
Ashley Proud @ashleyproud1h
That Imam dude on #qanda should be the poster child for his religion in our country.
Jane Caro @JaneCaro11h
#qanda I do like this Imam.
The Beanie Kid @Greenat1711h
Why isn't this Imam on Sunrise or the Today Show more often? #QandA

Our Ref SAC/DMA-01
Thursday 4th April 2013
Dr Mohamad Abdallas
C/O Griffith University
Dearest Brother Mohammed,
Shalom – Salaam
Brother, we are Hebrew People, under the Hebraic Covenant, we refer back to the Early Semitic perspective, for the issue of RESPECT
towards each other, as to the position I have been granted, therefore when referring to the Q&A program on the ABC, we thank you for
keeping the scriptures TRUE in its delivery, for you were straight down the line, therefore due to the issues of WORLD ORDER REFORM,
and the attempt the by those following the KABALLAH, for it was not surprising that the panel were supporting HUMANISM, but you
upheld the KINGDOM OF HEAVEN and keeping the scriptures in its rightful context, and did not mix words. It was so refreshing to here
you give CLARITY, for those who claim to be of the “BIBLE” meaning books, then what books was the Bishop referring too??? It was
not the scriptures.
What I have found over many years, when we take away MAN MADE TITLES, and come back to the “SCRIPTURES,” being our
INSTRUCTION MANUAL, for when it is applied, we get results, for we stand to uphold RIGHTEOUSNESS, to ensure MORALITY, for
today’s ARTIFICIAL WORLD develops IMMORALITY, and dividing families against each, and making the WOMEN the HEADSHIP, and the
Man wear the dress by those serving baal that allow such IMMORALITY being the results of those who serve another master. If we
come back to King Saul who founded the TALMUD, being the counterfeit book of Moses, along with the Mishna, those 2 instruments
formed the KABBLAH from the teachings of ABYSS - CORPS - CORPORATION” meaning something dead being the foundations that
formed Babylon and the Roman Empire, therefore why the Arch Bishop’s point of view defined a loosy goosy approach as a mix and
mash, he being a Templar, and connected to the UBS BANK under the VATICAN - ILLUMINATI = NORMALITY.
Your delivery came from your RELATIONSHIP with YHWH - ALLAH by your observance, keeping the Sabbath, for when you express
your words, it has AUTHORITY as it ought to have, that differs from those who say they know of OUR FATHER, though have NO
RELATIONSHIP to come close, therefore they have NO RELATIONSHIP or RESPECT, for if they did, UNITY would be forthcoming, for if
others could come back to the ALTAR OF YHWH “BETHEL” where Ishmael who being in BOND, came together with ISAAC, for then they
came TOGETHER into COVENANT because of the ALTAR, through “WATER & BLOOD – COVENANT WITH YHWH - ALLAH.”
Please bear with me, for when Yah’Shua came, it is not as those calling themselves Christians that comes from the Greek perspective
“CRISTOS” as how they adopt Greek theories and Philosophies, when in fact the scriptures come from the Hebraic Roots, for that is
where the CHRISTIAN CHURCHES fails with their adopted theology, but when Yah’Shua fulfilled THE ORIGINAL TORAH, it is the
“RESTORATION OF THE ORIGINAL COVENANT,” that was broken with Moses, for they turned their backs on YHWH – ALLAH and
created the IMAGE in honour of BAAL, and BROKE COVENANT.
Yah’Shua DEMONSTRATED a TORAH LIFE, He taught “THE WAYS AND THOUGHTS OF YHWH – ALLAH,” so that others know who
YHWH – ALLAH is by the APPLICATION, for Yah’Shua said “I can do nothing of myself, for what you see me do, is not of me, but of my
Father who is in Heaven that is in me that does these things, for greater is He that is in you, than is in the World”, for if we come back
to the ORIGINAL SCRIPTURES, then we discover 227 books, for the King James Bible has only 66 books, Hhhmmm!!! The CORPS has
been busy that is society suffers “LIMITATION,” for it is very interesting how the CORPORATION (Jesuits of Baal) play all their tricks to
make something to appear with their SUBJECTIVE CONSTRUCT upon the SEA OF COMMERCE under THE CURSE.
I have expressed to you who were are, and your delivery gave me encouragement to know that others are standing that are not afraid
of speaking THE TRUTH before MAN, for it made me jump with joy and get excited as good man after my own hearts in service, for we
love you Brother and keep up your good work with sharing the LOVE OF YHWH - ALLAH.
Shalom - Salaam,

H.E. Ambassador Bishop Chris Kember

I just wanted to congratulate you on your performance on Q&A last Monday. As a Christian, I found
your views in relation to creation, evolution and marriage were more in line with traditional biblical
principles than what I've heard from many Christian commentators for a long time.
I find it interesting and sometimes disappointing that many prominent Christian commentators have
ceded ground on some very important biblical concepts such as believing that God created the earth
and that man was created in God's image, not evolved from a single common acestor over billions of
years (as a result of random genetic mutations!).
I particularly liked your comment on evolution, which you said you believed in evolution within
species - not from species. This is similar to my view and i've read other commentators call this
micro-evolution vs macro-evolution. I have noticed a trend which I don't know has been studied or
not - but it seems that many Christians in an attempt to appear on the side of 'science' are far too
eager to say that they believe in evolution. There is now a philosphoy called theistic-evloution which
i find full of contradictions and not in line with the bible.
Although you come from a different faith that I don't subscribe to, I wanted to congratulate on your
articulate, sincere and honest comments - in particular on the above matters.
--------------------------------------------You were the most impressive panellist on Q&A this week and an important voice to counter the
ignorance of Islamophobia in Australia.
Your students are most fortunate.
Thank you
-----------------------------------------------------------------This is to say thank for appearing on the Q and A and to let you know that I and many other Muslim
are proud of you. You presented very well balanced views and painted a nice and real picture of
moderate Islam. I pray that other imams will do the same as you and emphasize the real peaceful
messages of Islam.
--------------------------------------------------------------------I wanted to say thank you for offering a great insight into Islam on Q and A on Monday night.
Unfortunately, my previous understanding and exposure of Islam was predominately built on what I
had read or seen in the Australian media. Sadly, I believe there are a lot of Australians who are in a
similar position.
While I don't consider myself to be of any particular religious persuasion, please continue spreading
the positive Muslim message as I think many Australians would benefit from it.

I watch Q&A on Monday and I was very impressed with your contribution to the discussion.
I have worked in a number of Islamic countries: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Kosovo and others for 10+
years and I have had many discussions about religions and everyday affairs with mullahs and my
Muslim counterparts but while they were intelligent, I found them to be 'blinkered' by their faith.
You, on the other hand, gave Australians information about Islam and 'unblinkered' them about your
faith. Keep up the good work.

May allah swt bless you and grant you good health .We pray that the Almighty protect you in the
shade of the Qur'an.
Your representation on Islam on TV was second to none. Your answers to the intriguing and
challenging questions were spontaneous, succinct, very persuasive and convincing. BarakAllah fik
The feedback from my patients and contacts was very positive .In fact it appeared that you even
swayed the atheist who was quite surprised to discover the meaning of Jihaad, especially originating
from its epistemology JHD. InshaAllah she will exlpore more of Islam. The remarkable feature was
the constant twitter from non-Muslims appearing on TV screen displaying positive comments about
the "Muslim imam and his articulation and confidence” – This TRULY displayed a lot of confidence in
your answers -with the assistance of the Almighty-Alhamdolillah. The answers to the controversial
questions which are invariably employed by our adversaries were handled with a lot of hikma, viz
Jihaad, suicide bombers, gay relationship, the virgins in Jannah. Alhamdolillah your answers
represented a succinct window of the Quran and the passage on inviting to the path of Allah swt viz:
gentle persuasion and wise exhortation."udoo ela sabeele rubbakum bil moeza hasana....
This TV presentation has won more friends for Islam than any of the rhetoric displayed by our
leaders of the past. Good on you. I have witnessed Muslim leaders come and go over the past forty
years .Alhamdolillah -this was a very positive contribution when you said that the silent majority is
stifled by the media -to the applause of the audience. Encore!
Please I do not wish to embarrass you but I felt i must express my very sincere appreciation and
feelings.
With kind regards and best wishes.

I just wanted to congratulate you on your very effective role in the recent Q& A ABC segment. It was
a wonderful way to transmit the essence of Islam and I have noted many favourable comments from
students and members of the local community

